
UPDATED FUNCTIONS IN ASILLA SDK VERSION 1.5

Updated Functions Version 1.4 Version 1.5

Check-width/height Used to check the width/height
one time

Check the required key-points
two times before (for all batch)
and after (for batches except for
falling)

Action_sensitive_weight higher sensitive weight
means it's easier to detect
actions

lower sensitive weight
means it's easier to detect
actions

Falling - Stay Used to detect the action
falling

Detect the combination of
falling and lying.
You need to be lying on the
ground at least 5 sec after
falling.

Enable_action_list List of action ID(s) which are
enabled for detection. All
supported actions are:
-2,-1,4,5,6,9,14,19, where:

-2 - Staying
-1 - Abnormal
4 - Staggering
5 - Fighting
6 - Falling
9 - Underskirt
14 - Threatening
19 - Grouping

List of action ID(s) which are
enabled for detection. All
supported actions are:
-4,-2,-1,4,5,6, where:

-4: abnormal actions which are
different depending on the
camera (※please add -4 in
enable_action_list of Common
configurations after finish
training mode)
-2 - Staying
-1: abnormal actions which
should be detected as
abnormal in every scene (such
as go skateboarding, draw
graffiti)
4 - Staggering
5 - Fighting
6 - Falling



CAMERA CONFIGURATIONS

Parameter name Type
Default
value Scope Description

cam_url string <Please
update
to set
camera>

Camera URL of input camera. eg:
rtsp://{ip_address}/media/video
1, /dev/video0,
/home/abc/test-video.mp4

cam_location string Camera Text to mention the location of the
camera where it's installed.

cam_input_width int 1280 Camera Input frame width of the input
camera

cam_input_height int 720 Camera Input frame height of the input
camera

cam_output_width int 640 Camera Output frame width of SDK

cam_output_height int 360 Camera Output frame height of SDK

use_ffmpeg boolean true Camera Enable or disable reading the
input camera using Ffmpeg

use_gstreamer boolean false Camera Enable or disable reading the
input camera using Gstreamer
(for RTSP only)

use_privacy_mask boolean false Camera Enable or disable hiding people’s
face (Add a blur mask for each
face)

use_calibration boolean false Camera Enable or disable the calibration
of distorted camera frame



alert_enable boolean False
<Please
update
to get
the
alerts>

Camera Enable/Disable pushing alerts to
a 3rd-party app
(gmail/telegram/..etc)

lc_count_frequency int 60 Camera Duration for sending accumulated
data to the webhook.
Example: If it's set to 60, system
sends accumulated counting data
to webhook every 60 seconds.

lc_count_type string Line Camera Method of counting. Currently
there's only method (LINE) for
counting which counts number of
individuals that cross a
predefined line. More methods
will be introduced in the next
releases.

lc_line_config string Camera Configurations of the predefined
line including line coordinates,
angle and image dimension
where the line is drawn.

intrusion_enable boolean false Camera Enable or disable detecting
intrusion action in specific areas

intrusion_areas string [] Camera Specific area(s) which define
intrusion areas (updated by GUI)

action_area_enable boolean FALSE Camera Enable/Disable detecting
abnormal actions in specific areas

action_areas string [] Camera Area(s) in the frame where
abnormal actions will be predicted

non_action_areas string [] Camera Area(s) in the frame where
abnormal actions wil NOTl be
predicted

filter_normal_action boolean false Camera Filter 'Normal' actions before
running Abnormal Behaviour
Recognition model



filter_other_action boolean true Camera Filter 'Other' actions after running
Abnormal Behaviour Recognition
model

collect_data_time float 48 Camera Data collects time for training
ABR model (in hours). It should
be 24 to 48 hours depending on
the amount of data

collect_data_from string Camera If you have already collected the
data, specify the date where the
data will be collected from
(example: 2021-07-25). Leave it
empty to collect the data from
scratch

Collect_data_to string Camera End time of data collection

train_max_sample int 50000 Camera Maximum action samples(data)
needed for training abnormal
behavior detection models.

train_min_sample int 10000 Camera Minimum action samples(data)
needed for training abnormal
behavior detection models.

cam_status string Running Read
only

Status of the camera at the
execution of abnormal behavior
recognition application.
There are three status values:
1,2,3
Collecting - Camera is in the data
collection mode.
Training - Camera is in the
training mode.
Running - Camera is in the
running mode.

cam_stream_out_url string rtsp://loc
alhost:80
91/cam0
1

Read
only

Streaming URL of the camera via
FFServer.



COMMON CONFIGURATIONS

Parameter name Type
Default
value Scope Description

alert_api string <Please
update
to get
the
alerts>

Common URL of the API for pushing alerts
to a 3rd-party app.

enable_action_list list -2,-1,4,5,
6

Common List of action ID(s) which are
enabled for detection. All
supported actions are:
-4,-2,-1,4,5,6, where:

-4: abnormal actions which are
different depending on the
camera (※please add -4 in
enable_action_list of Common
configurations after finish
training mode)
-2 - Staying
-1: abnormal actions which
should be detected as abnormal
in every scene (such as go
skateboarding, draw graffiti)
4 - Staggering
5 - Fighting
6 - Falling

alert_interval int 30 Common Minimum duration between two
consecutive alerts.

alert_is_use_backgroun
d

boolean true Common Enable/Disable using
background image from the
camera to generate GIF alert.
Enable - System generates a
GIF image overlaying the



abnormal action on it to send as
the alert.
Disable - System generates a
png image of the moment the
abnormal action is detected with
overlaid keypoints.

log_save_video_enable boolean false Common Save the output video from the
camera.
True - Enable saving video.
False - Disable saving video.

log_save_type int 2 Common There are four options to save
the output video from the
camera.
1 [default] - save the complete
overlaid video stream.
2 - save overlaid video clips of
detected abnormal actions in an
interval of 10s.
3 - save original video clips of
detected abnormal actions in an
interval of 10s.
4 - save original and overlaid
video clips of detected abnormal
actions in an interval of 10s.

log_video_dir string ./videos Common Location where video output
from the camera is saved.

log_write_csv_enable boolean true Common Enable/Disable writing action
data to a CSV file. (This data is
used for training the model. It's
compulsory to write action data
in the collecting mode prior to
training.)

action_unknown_thresho
d

float 50 Common Threshold for detecting
'Abnormal' actions from
class_ID (-4).

action_abnormal_thresh
old

float 80 Common Threshold for detecting
'Abnormal' actions from
class_ID (-1).

action_staggering_thres
hold

float 95 Common Threshold for detecting
staggering actions.



action_fighting_threshold float 95 Common Threshold for detecting fighting
actions.

action_falling_threshold float 92 Common Threshold for detecting falling
actions.

action_unknown_sensitiv
e_weight

float 1.5 Common Sensitive weight for detecting
'Abnormal' actions from class_ID
(-4).

action_abnormal_sensiti
ve_weight

float 1.5 Common Sensitive weight for detecting
'Abnormal' actions from class_ID
(-1).

action_staggering_sensit
ive_weight

float 2.5 Common Sensitive weight for detecting
staggering actions.

action_fighting_sensitive
_weight

float 1.5 Common Sensitive weight for detecting
falling actions.

action_falling_sensitive_
weight

float 1.5 Common Sensitive weight for detecting
falling actions.

action_unknown_name string abnorm
al

Common Label for 'Abnormal' action from
class_ID (-4).

action_abnormal_name string abnorm
al

Common Label for 'Abnormal' action from
class_ID (-1).

action_stay_name string stay Common Label for "Stay" action

action_staggering_name string staggeri
ng

Common Label for "Staggering" action

action_fighting_name string fighting Common Label for "Fighting" action

action_falling_name string falling Common Label for "Falling" action

action_intrusion_name string intrusion Common Label for "Intrusion" action

action_stay_mode int 1 Common Turn off stay mode and set stay
mode. There are three values for
this parameter.



0 - turn off stay mode (system
doesn't detect any stayings)
1 - system only detects staying if
the person is standing.
2 - system detects stayings
regardless of standing or sitting.

action_stay_interval int 300 Common Minimum duration for a detection
of stay. (If an individual stays at
a place more than this duration,
then the system detects it as a
stay)

max_people_number int 20 Common Maximum number of people that
the SDK system can recognize
per camera

min_width_level_1 int 10 Common Percentage of minimum
width/height of a person
compared to the frame height
that system process for
detecting actions. (If the person
is smaller/shorter than this value
then the system isn't able to
proceed to recognize actions.
this value should be lower than
or equal to min_width_level_2)
※We don't recommend to
change this value

min_height_level_1 int 10 Common Percentage of minimum
width/height of a person
compared to the frame height
that system process for
detecting actions. (If the person
is smaller/shorter than this value
then the system isn't able to
proceed to recognize actions.
this value should be lower than
or equal to min_height_level_2)
※We don't recommend to
change this value

min_width_level_2 int 10 Common Percentage of minimum
width/height of a person
compared to the frame height
that system process for
detecting actions. (If the person



is smaller/shorter than this value
then the system isn't able to
proceed to recognize actions.
this value should be higher than
or equal to min_width_level_1. )
※We don't recommend to
change this value

min_height_level_2 int 10 Common Percentage of minimum
width/height of a person
compared to the frame height
that system process for
detecting actions. (If the person
is smaller/shorter than this value
then the system isn't able to
proceed to recognize actions.
this value should be higher than
or equal to min_hieght_level_1)
※We don't recommend to
change this value

cam_nonstop boolean true Common Enable/disable reading
continuously from the camera
URL if there's any discontinuity
of the connection with the
camera.

show_class_id boolean false Common Overlay action class ID of
abnormal recognition in output
videos

use_multi_camera_tracki
ng

boolean False
<Please
update
if using
MCT>

Common Enable / Disable multi-camera
tracking (MCT)

mct_server_address string <Please
update
if using
MCT>

Common IP Address of the MCT server
package

mct_server_port int 50070 Common Port of the MCT server package

mct_show_pid_type string both Common Type of person ID for
visualization. The values can be:
- local: show only local PID



- server: show only server PID
- both: show both local PID and
server PID

mct_alert_none_tag boolean FALSE Common True: Alert for people who have
no MCT tag.
False: Alert for MCT tagged
people

mct_alert_new_tag boolean FALSE Common True: Alert for people who have
MCT tag but not included in the
“mct_alert_tag_list”
False: Alert for MCT tagged
people

mct_alert_tag_list string VIP Common List of MCT tags to be alerted,
for example: 'VIP,USER,BOSS'

mct_alert_image_type string gif Common Type of alert image when a
tagged person doing abnormal
action: gif or png

tracking_sequence_num
ber

int 20 Common Number of continuous frames
used to identify a person



GLOBAL CONFIGURATIONS

Parameter name Type
Default
value Scope Description

device_name string Device
name

Global Name of device where the SDK
system is executing on.

log_video_fps int 6 Global Maximun processing frames per
second (FPS).

enable_rtsp boolean true Global Enable/disable streaming out over
RTSP

enable_webrtc boolean false Global Enable/disable streaming out over
WebRTC

camera_number_per_pro
cess

int 1 Global Number of cameras to be served
per process

remove_threshold float 0.25 Global Threshold to determine a new
abnormal action is similar to one of
updated abnormal actions

remove_sample int 1 Global Minimum number of similar actions
to consider a new abnormal action
as normal

update_sample int 1 Global Number of similar samples to a new
abnormal action which will be
updated as normal

train_abnormal_model boolean false Global Enable/disable training Abnormal
behavior model to detect abnormal
actions


